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Abstract

31Crystal electric field (CEF) excitations of the R -ions in RNi B C (R5Dy, Er, Ho, Tm) have been measured by inelastic neutron2 2

scattering (INS). From the data we have derived a consistent set of CEF-parameters. The parameters are in excellent agreement with
measurements of the specific heat and the magnetic susceptibility. Our mean-field calculations of the size and the orientation of the

1¨magnetic moments are also in good agreement with measurements. From Mossbauer- and m-spin-rotation (m SR) measurements it has
been found that in the case of TmNi B C there are two kinds of magnetic Tm-moments (4.3 m and 0.1 m ). In this work we discuss a2 2 B B

plausible explanation for the occurrence of small magnetic moments in TmNi B C from the neutron scattering point of view.  19982 2
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1. Introduction field of 0.1 m which is present up to about 30 K [3–5].B

This contradicts both the magnetic ordering temperature
31The ternary borocarbides with the composition RNi B C (T 51.5 K) and the Tm magnetic moment (3.8 m )2 2 m B

(R5rare earth) have some very interesting properties. They determined by neutron diffraction [1]. Furthermore
¨not only show various commensurate and incommensurate Mossbauer spectroscopy measurements on a TmNi B C-2 2

31 1magnetic structures [1] of the R -magnetic moments sample of Mulders [6] which was also used for m SR
(R5Pr, Nd, Sm, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm) but also experiments revealed a small magnetic moment of |0.1 mB

31coexistence of magnetism with superconductivity (R5Dy, of the Tm -ions too. The first progress in understanding
1Ho, Er, and Tm) and heavy fermion behaviour (R5Yb). In this contradiction between neutron diffraction and m SR

¨ ¨order to understand the magnetic properties of the borocar- or Mossbauer was made when in a second Mossbauer-
11bides, information about the low temperature properties of spectroscopy experiment the TmNi B C-sample of Gasser2 2

31the unfilled R 4f-shell is needed, since these carry the (originally used for neutron CEF spectroscopy [7]) was
magnetic moments. (The Ni-ions have been found to be measured. In this experiment two subspectra were ob-
nonmagnetic in these materials [1,2].) These properties are served at 0.3 K (Fig. 1(b)) [6]. Since the contributions of
determined by the crystal electric field which causes a both spectra are high (20–25% and 75–80%) and the
splitting of the 4f-shell states of the free ion. secondary phases of this sample are less then 5 wt.%, we

Among other experimental techniques the properties of believe that both subspectra originate from TmNi B C.2 2

the 4f-shell have been studied by INS, neutron diffraction,
1 Table 1¨Mossbauer spectroscopy and m SR in this family of

Critical temperatures for the RNi B C compounds which show coexist-2 2compounds. In the case of HoNi B C and ErNi B C the2 2 2 2 ence of magnetism with superconductivity (R5Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm). A
1

m SR- and the neutron-results are in good agreement [3]. comparison of calculated and measured magnetic moments is shown
1The precession frequency of the m confirms both the R T T T m m Directionc m N obs calc

magnetic ordering temperatures (Table 1) and the moduli (K) (K) (K) (m ) (m )B B31of the R -magnetic moments that have been determined Obs. Calc.

by neutron diffraction [1]. But in the case of TmNi B C2 2 Dy 6 – 10.6 8.47(9) 9.8 (1,1,0) (1,1,0)
1the m SR measurements reveal a spontaneous internal Ho 8 8.5 5 8.62(6) (AF) 6.8 (1,1,0) (1,1,0)

Er 11 6.8 – 7.19(10) 7.8 (1,0,0) (1,0,0)
Tm 11 1.5 – 3.78(14) 4.7 (0,0,1) (0,0,1)*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141 56 310 3179; fax: 141 56 310

¢2939; e-mail: urs.gasser@psi.ch T , T , and m were taken from Ref. [1].m N obs
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169 11¨Fig. 1. Tm Mossbauer spectra of the TmNi B C sample of Mulders [6] (top) and of the TmNi B C sample of Gasser (bottom) both measured at 0.32 2 2 2 1.1

K. (See text for details.)

The first subspectrum (20–25% of the total intensity) 2. CEF of TmNi B C2 2

consists of a quadrupole doublet with a small broadening
which corresponds to a magnetic moment of approximately In an earlier work [7] we have used INS in order to
0.1 m . This is the kind of spectrum that was already measure CEF transitions in the compounds with R5Ho,B

observed in the sample of Mulders (Fig. 1(a)). The second Er, and Tm. By fitting the neutron CEF cross-section to the
subspectrum (75–80% of the total intensity) contains a measured data we were able to extract a consistent set of

31sextuplet which corresponds to an ordered magnetic Tm CEF parameters which determine the CEF hamiltonian
mmoment of 4.3(1) m . Therefore there are two kinds of H 5o A Y (Table 2). The eigen-energies andB CEF n,m nm n

31magnetic Tm moments coexisting in this sample of eigen-states of the 4f-shell, the magnetic contribution to
TmNi B C. the specific heat and the magnetic susceptibility can be2 2

Different ratios of starting materials were used for the calculated when H is known. Furthermore the CEFCEF

synthesis of the two samples. The ratios were parameters found from the fits for R5Ho, Er, and Tm were
Tm:Ni:B:C51.1:2:2:1 for Mulders’ sample and extrapolated to the other rare earths (R5Pr, Nd, Sm, Tb,
Tm:Ni:B:C51:2:2:1.1 for the second sample. Therefore Dy, and Yb) [8]. For these compounds and for R5Ho, Er,
the difference in carbon content could possibly account for and Tm we have estimated the direction and modulus of
the different magnetic behaviour. In Ref. [6] Mulders et al. the magnetic moment in the ordered state with mean field
have argued that Tm ions near a carbon vacancy carry a calculations [7,8]. The good agreement of these calcula-
small magnetic moment of about 0.1 m whereas the large tions with the measurements throughout the rare earthB

magnetic moment (4.3(1) m ) is present on Tm-ions with series is strong evidence for the correctness of our CEFB

all four nearest neighbour carbon ions. The carbon vac- model. Furthermore our CEF parameters reproduce the
169ancies modify the CEF at the Tm-site and therefore Tm quadrupole splitting of the 4.3 m -phase which isB

1 ¨influence the Tm 4f magnetism. The inability of the m SR known from Mossbauer measurement. Therefore we
technique to detect the large Tm magnetic moment can be

Table 2explained with this model. Apart from the unoccupied
CEF parameters (in meV) of RNi B C (R5Ho, Er, Tm)2 2carbon sites CeRu Si has the same chemical structure as2 2

1TmNi B C, and from m SR experiments it is known that ErNi B HoNi B C TmNi B C2 2 2 2 2 22 2
1the m occupies the empty carbon site. Therefore it is most A 214.566 26.361.3 213.060.320

probable that the carbon site in TmNi B C is preferred by A 2.360.8 3.360.3 2.1660.142 2 40
1 1 A 271.463.3 273.961.3 263.161.2the m if it is empty. This would mean that m SR 44

A 20.4260.3 20.6160.12 21.3260.0560experiments are much more sensitive for Tm-ions next to
A 11.761.4 10.163.1 15.661.164carbon vacancies which are present in most samples.
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11believe that the CEF model presented in Refs. [7,8] TmNi B C it is expected that 84%, 96%, and 100%,2 2 1.20

correctly describes the single-ion magnetism of the Tm- respectively, of the Tm-ions contribute to the 4.3 m -B

ions with a magnetic moment of |4.3 m . phase. From Fig. 2 and from the CEF parameters listed inB

Table 4 it can be seen that the observed CEF spectra
change only very little when x is changed from 0.75 to

113. Neutron scattering results on TmNi B C 1.20. As in our previous work [7,8] the CEF transitions of2 2 x

the 4.3 m -phase are observed. Only for x50.75 and 0.85B

In order to learn more about the coexistence of two there is a small additional peak at about 7.5 meV, which is
different magnetic moments in TmNi B C we have pre-2 2

11pared TmNi B C samples with different initial carbon2 2 x

contents (x50.75, 0.85, 1.00, 1.20). The samples were
prepared by standard arc melting technique [9]. The
starting materials were mixed and pressed to pellets. These
were melted several times for about 10 s. During the
melting process a part of the more volatile elements
(mainly carbon) is lost. In order to compensate for this
effect some extra carbon can be added. (In the case of the
sample with initial carbon content x51.20 some of the
extra carbon was expelled during melting and formed a
black coating on the surface of the sample. This coating
was removed by sandblasting.) After melting the samples
were wrapped in Ta-foil and sealed in quartz ampoules
under vacuum and were annealed for several days at
(1050610)8C. After grinding the samples to fine powder
their quality was checked by X-ray (all samples) and
neutron diffraction (x50.85, 1.20). The samples with x,1
contain large amounts of additional phases, while the other
two samples are essentially single phase (additional phases
less than 5 wt.%). The characterization of the four new
samples and the older TmNi B C sample is summarized2 2 1.1

in Table 3. According to the simple carbon vacancy model
all Tm-ions with less than four nearest neighbour C-ions
contribute to the 0.1 m -phase. Therefore it is expectedB

from the 99% occupation of the carbon sites in the
11TmNi B C sample that only 4% of the Tm-ions2 2 1.1

contribute to the 0.1 m -phase in this sample. This is muchB

¨less than the value of 20–25% observed by Mossbauer
spectroscopy.

CEF spectroscopy measurements were performed for all
samples on the triple-axis spectrometer IN3 at ILL (Greno-
ble, France). If the carbon vacancy model is correct, there
should be CEF transitions in addition to the ones of the
4.3 m -phase when not all carbon sites are occupied.B

11 11In the samples TmNi B C , TmNi B C , and2 2 0.85 2 2 1.10

Table 3
Characterization of TmNi B C samples (x50.75, 0.85, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20).2 2 x

The occupations of the Ni-, B-, and C-sites are given relative to the
occupation of the Tm-site. In the last column the known secondary phases
are listed together with their amount (in weight %).

Sample c /c c /c c /c Secondary phasesNi Tm B Tm C Tm

11TmNi B C – – – TmNi B |20%2 2 0.75 4
11TmNi B C 1.94 1.93 0.96 TmNi B |10% 112 2 0.85 4 Fig. 2. Neutron CEF-spectra of TmNi B C samples (x50.75, 0.85,11 2 2 xTmNi B C – – – Unknown |5%2 2 1.00 1.00, 1.20) taken on the triple-axis instrument IN3 (ILL, Grenoble) in the11TmNi B C 1.97 1.97 0.99 Ni B 0.5%2 2 1.10 2 paramagnetic state. The lines result from CEF profile fits of the 4.311TmNi B C 1.98 1.96 1.00 Ni B 2%2 2 1.20 2 m -phase to the data.B
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Table 4
CEF parameters (in meV) for the 4.3 m -phase of TmNi B C (x50.75, 0.85, 1.00, 1.20)B 2 2 x

11 11 11 11TmNi B C TmNi B C TmNi B C TmNi B C2 2 0.75 2 2 0.85 2 2 1.00 2 2 1.20

A 214.860.6 213.760.4 212.460.5 212.360.420

A 2.460.3 2.060.2 2.060.2 1.960.240

A 265.462.3 263.861.6 260.361.7 259.861.744

A 21.3360.07 21.4560.05 21.3960.04 21.4360.0560

A 11.262.5 12.261.5 15.861.6 14.661.764
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